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Overview
Macintosh® users need to easily locate network resources such as printers and file servers. This process of finding/locating 
network resources is often referred to as “service discovery”. 

On a simple local network (i.e., within the same subnet), Mac users can use Bonjour, Apple’s® Internet standard for browsing 
and discovering devices over TCP/IP networks. 

However, if Mac users need to locate network resources in another department or across other network subnets, Bonjour 
will not work because it is a broadcast protocol and is not routed across networks. Thus if the network resources are located 
in another part of the building, or across the globe, Bonjour is not able to “locate” the resources. Mac users need a simple, 
comprehensive solution for service discovery across the enterprise. There are three general approaches for locating network 
resources that will be examined in this paper: 

• Service Discovery via AppleTalk 
• Service Discovery via Wide Area Bonjour 
• Service Discovery via Standard Protocols 

 Service Discovery via AppleTalk 
The traditional Macintosh solution for cross network file and print server discovery is to use the legacy AppleTalk protocol.
While AppleTalk has historically been considered one of the simplest methods to get cross-network service discovery, it may no 
longer be suitable for many organizations. In fact, studies have found that many network administrators are removing support 
for the AppleTalk protocol from their networks. 
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The AppleTalk protocol is not based on TCP/IP - it is a separate protocol, much as Novell’s IPX/SPX protocol is different than 
TCP/IP. Many network managers believe that AppleTalk is a chatty protocol, and having a more simplified network infrastructure 
by removing AppleTalk will be easier to support and troubleshoot. Many router manufacturers have classified AppleTalk as a 
legacy protocol, and as a result it is only available as a more expensive add-on option with a higher ongoing maintenance cost. 

Thus, there are numerous business benefits for removing AppleTalk from the corporate WAN. As a result, many organizations 
have mandated the removal of AppleTalk from their network in an effort to reduce related maintenance and management costs. 
Removal of AppleTalk creates its own challenges, however, because end users still need to be able to discover print and file 
resources. Without a solution, organizations will incur costs related to increased help desk calls, lost productivity due to mis-
configuration, and user retraining costs. 

Service Discovery via Wide Area Bonjour
It is possible to allow Bonjour to work across an Enterprise network using Wide Area Bonjour, which leverages the DNS name 
resolution protocol to overcome the routing limitations on Bonjour. However, implementation of Wide Area Bonjour requires 
significant amount of work by a highly skilled network engineer. Wide Area Bonjour involves adding several DNS records (SRV, 
PTR and TXT) for every device that is to be discoverable in Bonjour. Additionally, the DNS records need to be manually updated 
to reflect any changes to the network configuration.

For most organizations the complexity of configuration and ongoing maintenance of this solution is not feasible. Therefore, 
given the amount of engineering work required, Acronis doesn’t recommend Wide Area Bonjour as a viable solution for service 
discovery for the majority of our customers.

That said, for those customers for whom this solution does fit, Acronis’ ExtremeZ-IP® File and Print Server is fully compatible with 
Bonjour to discover file and print resources. In fact, ExtremeZ-IP is the only Windows-based server to fully support Bonjour. 

Service Discovery via Standard Protocols
For a compatible and easy to manage solution for discovery of file and printer resources across the network, Acronis has built a 
solution that leverages standard protocols such as TCP/IP, HTTP, and DNS using ExtremeZ-IP File & Print Server.

ExtremeZ-IP is a Windows Server-based solution that delivers seamless integration for Macs in a Windows-based environment. 
ExtremeZ-IP is the only Windows-based software today that actively supports all Mac OS versions from OS 9 to OS X 10.7 (Lion) 
and Windows Server 2008.

A single ExtremeZ-IP server can be configured to advertise the services of all of the ExtremeZ-IP servers in your network, as well 
as print devices that are not hosted directly in ExtremeZ-IP. 

Beyond a standard address of a resource on the network, ExtremeZ-IP provides additional information such as a description 
and a human-readable location for the resource. This information is provided via a collection of web services that can be 
queried to determine which file and print resources are available across the network.

There are a number of ways to use this information to provide a seamless, easy way for users to discover their file and print 
servers. For example, Acronis’ ExtremeZ-IP provides a Dashboard Widget called “Zidget™” which can be used to connect to 
ExtremeZ-IP file servers, DFS namespaces, and printers.
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You can also create custom solutions using intranet pages, etc. Those solutions are discussed further later in this document. In 
all of these instances, the power of this solution lies in the ability to automatically configure the printer for the user, including 
downloading and configuring all configuration files.

Finding Services Using the Zidget
The ExtremeZ-IP Zidget allows administrators to completely eliminate AppleTalk from their network, while preserving the simple 
ease of use that AppleTalk provided for service discovery.

Administrators can:
 • Organize printers by “zones” to map to legacy AppleTalk services
 • Build a simple hierarchy so users can search on location or other characteristics
 •  Set up maps or other web pages that allow users to browse directly to printers and have them configured with a single click
 • Overcome and workaround the limitations of Bonjour on the WAN

The ExtremeZ-IP Zidget is a straightforward way of connecting to ExtremeZ-IP file and print servers. Zidget is a Dashboard Widget 
that the Macintosh user can use to discover and connect to a file server whether or not the server is in the user’s local subnet. 
Using Zidget, the Macintosh user can also browse for add ExtremeZ-IP printers. Zidget will automatically download the PPD for 
the printer, and set up the print queue without the user having to use the Print Center.

ExtremeZ-IP does not have to be used as a print spooler. Individual print queues can be configured for direct printing, which 
allows printers to be advertised by ExtremeZ-IP but printing will occur directly to the device from the Macintosh.

Zidget contacts a server called the ExtremeZ-IP master server to retrieve a list of all the ExtremeZ-IP servers in your organization. 
It then contacts each of those servers to find out whether they are just file servers or if they also are print servers. If the server 
is a print server it then retrieves a list of all the print queues on that server. The servers as well as individual print queues can 
be assigned to locations. Once the Zidget has retrieved information from all the servers it merges them into a list of locations 
for the user to choose from.
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The Zidget uses the location information to group printers and file servers in a variety of different ways. For example, printers 
can be grouped by building and floor in a hierarchical fashion. The end user can browse to the printer by navigating to the 
Zidget, picking a building, and then a specific floor to see what printers are available in that location.

Although the configuration information is about “location”, any information can be entered and used by the Zidget. For example, 
printers and file servers could be grouped using locations named after legacy AppleTalk zones. This allows a transition to occur 
away from AppleTalk without having to retrain users about the location of their file and print resources.

Alternatively, printers could be grouped based on their capabilities, such as Black and White vs. Color, or Large Format. This 
provides a convenient way for users to discover printers based on their specific needs.
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Custom Discovery Tools
Because ExtremeZ-IP service discovery is using standard protocols, custom solutions can be developed to provide end users 
with the ability to find their network resources.

These solutions provide more flexibility to present users with network resources based on the workflows and policies of the 
organization. For example, a web site can be created that presents the resources to the end users in a fully branded page, 
perhaps integrated into a corporate Intranet portal.

Another example would be to present the user with a web page that contains a map of a facility, with clickable links that 
represent available printers. Leveraging the helper application provided with the Zidget, when the user clicks on the resources 
in the web pages the print queues can be automatically setup and configured, including downloading and installing the PPDs:
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Conclusion
ExtremeZ-IP is the most effective and reliable method for delivering a compatible and easy to manage solution for discovery 
of file and printer resources across the network. ExtremeZ-IP delivers a single server that can be configured to advertise the 
services of all of the ExtremeZ-IP servers in your network, as well as print devices that are not hosted directly in ExtremeZ-IP. In 
addition, ExtremeZ-IP delivers:

 • A solution that leverages standard protocols such as TCP/IP, HTTP, and DNS for service discovery
 •  A solution that eliminates the need for AppleTalk on your network, but can support AppleTalk during the transition off 

of the protocol.
 •  A collection of web services that can be queried to determine file and print resources that are available across  

the network.

As the industry’s most trusted solution for seamless file and printer sharing between Mac desktops and Windows servers, 
ExtremeZ-IP is today’s only Windows-based server software that actively supports all Mac OS versions from OS 9 to OS X 10.7 
(Lion) and Windows Server 2008.

Backed by years of engineering and customer-driven enhancements, ExtremeZ-IP is the most compatible and stable Windows-
based AFP server solution on the market – the file sharing protocol designed to fully support the Mac experience.

More About ExtremeZ-IP:
ExtremeZ-IP’s rich feature set includes:
 • Supports all releases of the Mac operating system from Mac OS 9 to Mac OS X 10.7 (Lion)
 • Full support for native Mac OS X AFP protocol including long file names, large files and Unicode.
 • Flexible file name policy enforcement
 • Active Directory integration, including Single-sign on, full support for AD permissions and password policies
 • Support for blazing search speeds without impacting the server performance
 • Advanced caching to minimize the impact of Mac file operations on servers
 • Support for Auto-reconnect
 • Support for Time Machine
 • Support for Microsoft Clustering and virtualization

How difficult is it to implement ExtremeZ-IP?

Installation of ExtremeZ-IP is simple, and does not require you to shut your server down. Installation times can range from a few 
minutes on a single server, to slightly longer for more complex clusters. You will also have the option to migrate existing SMB 
and SFM shares to ExtremeZ-IP with a single mouse click.

Is ExtremeZ-IP appropriate for both small-medium size businesses, as well as large global enterprises?

Yes! With ExtremeZ-IP, you can deliver stable file and print sharing for a handful of Mac users, to more complex services such as 
clustering, virtualization, service discovery and administrator controls across an entire enterprise. We currently have licenses 
deployed ranging in size from supporting 3 to 30,000 Macs.
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How do you license your product?

ExtremeZ-IP is licensed on a per server/cluster basis based on the number of Macs connecting simultaneously. We offer a 
number of flexible licensing options, from single servers to enterprise and cluster licenses. We also offer innovative options for 
educational institutions.

Can I test ExtremeZ-IP before buying it?

Yes! Simply download the 21-day trial from our web site. You will get a full-featured version of the product and access to our pre-
sales technical support should you have any specific questions about deploying ExtremeZ-IP in your environment.

Where can I find out more technical information about ExtremeZ-IP?

You can visit our web site (www.acronis.com) for more resources, as well as to search our Knowledge Base. 

About Acronis®

Acronis® is leading the next wave of data availability, accessibility and protection solutions to simplify today’s complex IT 
environments. Acronis technology enables organizations of all sizes to manage the always-on anywhere data access demands 
of users, reducing risk against the loss of valuable corporate data, and controlling management and storage costs. With proven 
technology for data migration and disaster recovery for physical, virtual and cloud environments, and secure enterprise file-
sharing and synchronization regardless of type or platform, Acronis is enabling organizations to embrace new IT strategies and 
options such as BYOD and Mac in the enterprise. For additional information, please visit www.acronis.com. Follow Acronis on 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/acronis. 


